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1- Society is made up of actors who interact with one another. "interact" means........
1. observe

2. cooperate or communicate

3. support

4. show or prove something

2- After a long term of negotiation, the two countries finally reached a consensus. "consensus"

means.........
1. agreement

2. occupation

3. argument

4. suggestion

3- The two countries decided to consolidate to make a greater corperation. "consolidate"

means.........
1. observe

2. combine into one

3. arrange

4. try to get free

4- Interactionists insist that human society is not inhabited by bees or baboons but by human beings.

"inhabit" means.........
1. come out

2. attempt

3. live in

4. defend

5- In a given country because of segregation and discrimination, large number of people may

systematically left out of the larger society. "segregation" means........
1. fraction

2. tradition

3. isolation

4. motion

6- Sociologists strive to use scientific standards, not popular myths or hearsay. "hearsay" means........
1. perception

2. contest

3. definition

4. rumour

7- Urbanization is the process in which an increasing proportion of population lives in cities rather

than in rural areas. "population" means.......
1. people who live in an area

2. person who is injured or killed

3. people who commit a crime

4. person who founds something

8- The prevalent public opinion is in favour of the government policy. "prevalent" means........
1. extreme

2. appropriate

3. modern

4. widespread

9- The branch managers have full autonomy in their accounts. "autonomy" means........
1. environment

2. independance

3. achievement

4. significance

10- A member of the Chicago faculty asserted that urbanization had a disintegrating influence on

social life. assert means........
1. develop well
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2. keep alive

3. state clearly
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11- During the war in Afghanistan, there was mass.............from Afghanistan to Iran.
1. expectation

2. evolution

3. emigration

4. exception

12- There has always been a close ........... between Iran and neighbouring countries.
1. expulsion

2. assumption

3. explosion

4. association

13- A society is made up of different organizations and ..........for guiding and helping people.
1. dwellers

2. institutions

3. criminals

4. conditions

14- We define interaction as.............social action, and this is what interactionists regard society as .
1. mutual

2. fragile

3. adverse

4. various

15- A global interdependence is a relationship in which the lives of all people are ..........closely and

any one's nations problems are part of a larger global problem.
1. battered

2. perpetuated

3. polluted

4. interwined

16- His criminal activities led to his complete ...........from the society.
1. privilege

2. investment

3. regularity

4. alienation

17- The long ...........between the two brothers finally ended peacefully.
1. antagonism

2. conformity

3. organism

4. regularity

18- The government should assure ............in economy and financial activities.
1. vitality

2. faculty

3. slavery

4. stability

19- It is the process by which societies are transformed from dependence on agriculture and

handmade products to an emphasis on manufacturing and related industries. 'It' refers to ..........
1. revolution

2. industrialization

3. negotiation

4. rationalization

20- It describes society as a struggle between classes, or other associations of people in which the

winners establish patterns to protect their interests. "It" refers to..........
1. system model

2. postindustrial society

3. conflict model

4. traditional society
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21- European communities try to replace a common money instead of their different monies.

"community" means..........
2. 

1. 

3.

4. 



22- Hunters and gathers are constantly on the move, donot accumulate bulky goods, and donot erect

permanent housing. permanent housing means........
1.  

2.

3.   

 

4.  



23- Racial and gender inequality are especially important topics. racial and gender inequality

means........
1.

!"# $  %&'
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24- Money becomes the medium of exchange, and buying and selling with money replaces batering

and trading for goods and services. batering and trading for goods means.........
1. 0 1 $ $ 2

2. 0 (3' $ 34

3. 5

4. 5

34 $ 1*2'

6  $ 7-

25- To avoid extreme conflict, society must legislate to end discrimination by government and

business. legislate means........
1.  3$ 

2.  8&9'

3.  (: 1

4.  ;9'

26- Most of the people in transitional societies are peasant, farmers who rely on their own labor to

raise crops. transitional society means........
1.

2.

 -

& $: -

3.

2  -

4.

-< -

27- There has been an urban explosion in the world's developing countries and such rapid growth is

evident in the rising number of squatter settlement. squatter settlement means..........
1.

&  .=

2.

 $14 >?'

3.

*@ *A

4.

7B  6C 

28- Social facts are patterned ways of acting, thinking and feeling that exist outside any one individual

but that exert social control over each person. social fact means.........
1.

4

3.

4
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29- Simmel assessed the costs of industrialization and urbanization on the city dweller.

industrialization and urbanization means........
1.

*@E $ 1
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30- All of us will need to adapt to substantial social change, even in our own careers. adapt to

substantial social change means........
1.

4
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